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WHEREAS, following a recent fact finding meeting held by City Council on the issue of an LED Sign for the
new Transportation Center, City Council believes the Zoning Department, in consultation with the Urban
Redevelopment Authority, acted in error regarding its interpretation of the language and regulations contained
in the Pittsburgh Code; and

WHEREAS, while language is often subject to legal interpretation, it is clear that the authors of the Home Rule
Charter and the Pittsburgh Code of Ordinances clearly intended to ensure that the right of the people to
participate in major decisions, particularly land use matters, was the foundation for the very existence of the
Regulations; and

WHEREAS, given the current controversy over the zoning process, and the fact that the Mayor, all Members of
City Council and the City Controller recently signed a formal pledge that prioritized "excellence in service,
increased access to and confidence in all City services by ensuring equity for all Pittsburghers;" and also
committed to "improve the quality of life for future generations by identifying current land use opportunities
and challenges facing the City" and "ensure the ethical operation of the offices," it is only appropriate that the
matter of the LED Sign be rescinded at this juncture.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Council of the City of Pittsburgh hereby requests that the
Mayor of the City of Pittsburgh direct the City Zoning Administrator to take the necessary steps to rescind the
current permit issued to Lamar Advertising for approval of an LED Sign on the Transportation Center, and
direct that a new application be filed and processed under the guidelines of a Conditional Use Application as
outlined in the City Code; and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Council of the City of Pittsburgh also requests that the Executive
Director of the Pittsburgh Parking Authority rescind the Lease Agreement between Lamar Advertising and the
Pittsburgh Parking Authority.
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